
Theseus

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Hermia

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Helena

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Lysander

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Demetrius

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Oberon

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Titania

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Puck

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Peter Quince

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 



Bottom

mean    horrible    grumpy    polite    cross    scary    evil    pretty    wicked    nasty

kind    ugly    happy    honest    helpful    handsome    smart    shy    moody    rude

angry    calm    furious     caring    unkind     beautiful    fierce     friendly    bold

twinkl.com

Circle some words that describe your character.

Using the words circled above, write some sentences to describe your 
character.

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                      

 
                                                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                                       
 


